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 Two-way Live
 Streaming Service
 Roka System, in addition to providing one-way live
 streaming service (as explained in the previous section),
 has provided its users with a two-way (or more) live
 streaming service. So that, those predetermined
 users in different geographical locations or the users
 selected by the chairperson of the assembly, the class
 teacher, or the event manager can be in live contact
 with other users interactively (two-way live streaming),
 and the videos of all these people will be sent to
 many people alive. This feature is widely used in the
 meetings of stock exchange companies, where stock
 exchange observers sometimes wish to connect to the
 system. Other occasions that make the most of this
 feature include online classes, corporate end-of-year
 celebrations for best employee selection, competitive
 ceremonies and events for the announcement of
winners and more
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 Shareholder
Authentication

 In meetings held in the past years (before the
 in person and in seminar  (19-outbreak of covid
 halls, only the shareholders of the relevant
 company are allowed to enter the assembly.
 In the current situation (holding meetings
 online) the non- shareholder’s will be prevented
 from attending the meetings. Thus, only the
 shareholders whose identity authenticated by
 receiving the national ID (or identity card number)
 and the stock exchange code are allowed to
attend the assembly
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Two-factor
Authentication

 The Roka system provides its users with a simple
shareholders’ authentication, that is called two-
 factor authentication. So that, shareholder,
 user or attendant will receive a text message
 containing a number, having entered the mobile
 phone number, and they should enter the
 same number completely and accurately in the
 displayed box. Activating this item is like asking
 the shareholders for identification twice before
 entering the forum. Once with the stock exchange
 code and national code / identity card number

and again with two-factor authentication
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 Rayan Nik Tajhiz Co., experienced in organizing online stock companies’ assemblies, assures clients
that if the assembly does not hold well, the payment will be refunded in full

A number of Roka live streaming service clients
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